The following events occurred between April 1 and April 30:

April 30, 2016

Medical Emergency:
Officers at the Kern Center assisted a student who was having a medical emergency. The student was transported to the hospital by ambulance - 1206 (1701-506-OF).

Assist Citizen:
Officers found an individual sleeping on a bench at the Library Bus Stop. The individual had missed buses back to Northampton and left campus - 0306 (1601-510-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers responded to Greenwich for a medical emergency. A student was evaluated and declined further attention - 1215 (1601-511-OF).

Assault:
A student reported being assaulted by another student in the Arts Village. The student had no injuries. The person who was the aggressor was referred to the Deans - 2020 (1601-513-OF). Case Referred to Deans.

Medical Emergency:
Officers and the EMTs responded to Greenwich to assist a student with a medical emergency. First aid care was provided and the student declined further medical attention - 2141 (1601-514-OF).

April 29, 2016

Assist Citizen:
Officers received a report of a violation of a no contact order on campus. The individual violating the order was located and informed and left the area - 1023 (1601-505-OF).

April 28, 2016

Motor Vehicle Accident:
Officer responded to the Merrill/Dakin Parking Lot a report of minor vehicle accident. Officer met with students with the involved vehicles – 1646(1601-19-AC).

Fire Alarm:
Officer and AFD responded to Enfield for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke – 1755(1601-499-OF).

April 27, 2016
Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to Greenwich for an ill student. EMTs and AFD evaluated the individual and AFD transported to CDH. On Call Staff notified – 0140(1601-485-OF).

Vandalize Property:
Officer responded to the Kern Building for a report of vandalism. Officer took pictures and the report. Facilities and Grounds removed the chalk messages from building – 0617(1601-486-OF). The case is open.

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Enfield for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke – 1023(1601-488-OF).

All Other Offenses:
Officer responded to Prescott for a report of harassment over the internet. Officer spoke with the student and took the report – 1659(1601-492-OF).

Simple Assault:
Officer and APD responded to the Three Corners for a report of fighting on a PVTA bus. Officer spoke with individuals. APD took over incident with the non-campus individuals – 1706(1601-491-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officer and EMTs responded to Merrill for an ill student. EMTs evaluated the individual who signed a refusal of care form – 2236(1601-494-OF).

College Policy Violation:
Officer responded to medical call in Merrill found the smell of burnt marijuana. Officer spoke with the student and confiscated a water pipe. Item was photographed and put into property – 2253(1601-495-OF).

April 26, 2016

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to Greenwich for an ill student. AFD transported to CDH – 1303(1601-481-OF).

Larceny from Building:
Officers responded to the Campus Police Office in the Johnson Library for a report of a iPad stolen from Dakin. Officer took the report – 1352(1601-482-OF). The case is open.

All other Offenses:
Officer responded to Cole Science Center for a report of personal information on social media. Officer met with individuals. The incident is under investigation – 1611(1601-483-OF). The case is open.
Suspicious Activity:
Officers responded to Lemelson Building for a report of a balloon with disturbing note written on it. Officers found more balloons on campus and took them down – 1637(1601-484-OF).

April 25, 2016

Larceny under $250:
Officer on patrol found a copy of parking decal on vehicle. Officer took pictures and did the report – 1013(1601-474-OF). The case is open.

April 24, 2016

None

April 23, 2016

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Prescott for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke – 0904(1601-465-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs responded to Merrill for an ill student. EMTs evaluated the individual – 2321(1601-469-OF).

April 22, 2016

Assist Citizen:
Officer responded to Prescott for a student reporting a social media site posting. Officer spoke with the individual – 0206(1601-459-OF).

April 21, 2016

Trespass Of Real Property:
Officer found individual dumping trash in the parking lot at Kerminsky. Individual picked up his trash and was informed that he had been previously trespassed from campus. Officer advised individual would be arrested if returning to campus – 1817(1601-456-OF). The case is open.

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to FPH for an ill student. EMTs and AFD evaluated the individual who will go to CDH with a friend. Student signed a refusal of care – 1932(1601-457-OF).
Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to Merrill for an injured student. AFD transported to CDH. On Call Staff notified – 2238(1601-458-OF).

April 20, 2016

Harassment:
Officers responded to the Campus Police Office in the Johnson Library for a student reporting harassment. Officers took the report, gave the individual contact information for further assistance – 1605(1601-454-OF). The case is open.

April 19, 2016

Well-Being Check:
Officers responded to Greenwich for a report of an at risk student. Officers requested On Call Staff respond. Individual was off campus. Officers and On Call Staff will be notified when back on campus – 1524(1601-449-OF).

Suspicious Activity:
Officer responded to Dakin Masters for a report of items moved in an office – 1622(1601-448-OF).

April 18, 2016

Damage to College Property:
Officers responded to the Tobacco Barn for a report of a damaged door. Officers checked the area, took pictures and the report. Facilities and Grounds will repair the door – 1115(1601-439-OF).

April 17, 2016

None

April 16, 2016

None

April 15, 2016

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs responded to Prescott for an ill student. EMTs assisted the individual who signed a refusal of care – 1922(1601-430-OF).
April 14, 2016

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to Prescott for an ill person. EMTs and AFD evaluated the individual, AFD transported to CDH – 0028(1601-417-OF).

Assist Citizen:
Officer responded to the Campus Police Office in the Johnson Library for a person seeking assistance – 1239(1601-421-OF).

Larceny over $250:
Officer responded to the Johnson Library for a report of a stolen laptop. Officer took the report and contacted IT – 1304(1601-422-OF). The case is open.

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs responded to EDH for an injured student. EMTs assisted the individual – 1431(1601-424-OF).

April 13, 2016

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to the Johnson Library for an ill student. EMTs and AFD evaluated the individual, AFD transported to CDH – 1623(1601-415-OF).

April 12, 2016

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to Merrill for an ill student. EMTs and AFD evaluated the individual. AFD transported to CDH – 1249(1601-410-OF).

Damage to College Property:
Officer was contacted by Facilities and Grounds staff reporting a damaged door knob in the Library. Officer took pictures and the report – 1255(1601-409-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Human Resources for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke – 1438(1601-411-OF).

April 11, 2016

None

April 10, 2016
Maintenance Problem:
Officer responded to Film and Photo for a report of flooding. Officer found water on the floors but did not find the source. Custodian was contacted and responded to clean up water. Officer took pictures – 0749(1601-398-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and AFD responded to Dakin for an ill student. AFD transported individual to CDH – 2252(1601-401-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to Dakin for an ill student. EMTs assisted the individual. AFD transported to CDH – 2333(1601-492-OF).

April 09, 2016

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to the Johnson Library for an ill student. EMTs and AFD evaluated the individual and AFD transported to CDH – 2014(1601-393-OF).

April 08, 2016

College Policy Violation:
Officers responded to Merrill Quad for a report of loud people. Officer spoke with individuals who agreed to quiet down. Later Officers responded to the same for a noise complaint involving the same individuals. Officers confiscated bottle of alcohol from individual. Dean’s Referral was generated – 0230(1601-385-OF).

Well-Being Check:
Officers responded to FPH parking lot for a well-being check. Officers were unable to locate the individual. Officers were notified that the individual had be located – 1157(1601-387-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Greenwich for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was shower steam – 2021(1601-389-OF).

April 07, 2016

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Greenwich for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was malfunctioning smoke detector. Facilities & Grounds Electrician contacted to check the detector – 1350(1601-383-OF).

April 06, 2016
April 05, 2016

**Destruction/Damage/Vandalism:**
Officers were contacted by Facilities and Grounds staff about a broken window at the RCC. Officer took pictures and the report. The window was replaced – 0945(1601-367-OF). The case is open.

**Destruction/Damage/Vandalism:**
Officers were contacted by Facilities and Grounds staff about a broken window in Greenwich. Officer took pictures and the report. The window was replaced – 0954(1601-368-OF). The case is open.

April 04, 2016

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to Dakin for an ill student. EMTs and AFD assisted the individual, AFD transported to CDH – 0525(1601-365-OF).

April 03, 2016

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to the front of the Johnson Library for an ill person. Officers found individual at the Bus Stop. EMTs and AFD assisted the individual, AFD transported to CDH – 0044(1601-362-OF).

April 02, 2016

**Disturbance:**
Officers responded to Prescott for a verbal dispute. On Call Staff was contacted and responded. Officers responded to same location for same individuals. On Call Staff returned and spoke with students – 1229/1611(1601-359-OF).

April 01, 2016

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and AFD responded to Merrill for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was a pull station activated by parties unknown. No smoke or fire – 0225(1601-354-OF).

**Destruction of Property $250, Malicious:**
Officers responded to the Art Village for a report of a damaged light pole. HCPP Electrician contacted and responded – 2250(1601-358-OF). The case is open.